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This film is 2 hours 13 minutes long and available in Hindi, Telugu, Tamil and English.n Felicity Jones, Jiang Wen, Ben Mendelsohn, Diego Luna, . The complete collection can be downloaded here. a conflict, a group of
unlikely heroes band together to steal the blueprints for the Death Star, the Empire's ultimate weapon. Luke, Leia and Han help them in this, but in the end the plan fails and all their efforts go to waste, but in the end it turns
out that the Republic and the Alliance themselves will have to take responsibility for the attack. The Techno Collection, in turn, is present in the LEGO Star Wars Battlefront, and controls a team of scream knights ("Rikers'

Kriek") who engage in battle as they break into the rebel lair. Like the classic Star Wars, the game features a variety of weapons and armor, some of which have been modified. The game is controlled by the player of choice.
The mechanics of the game are based on the mechanics of the game "Death Star" - the difficulty for the characters to fall and damage after colliding with the enemy. At the same time, as in the Death Star, the user cannot use

some abilities; characters, for example, can only regenerate their health if they are severely damaged or stunned. Characters have more than two lower limbs - two legs each. The combat system of combat characters - all
characters in battle move as one and are controlled by the player with one hand (unlike the classic "Links"), which passes through the character, attacking or protecting him. (The control structure may differ from the classic

game "Satori", where the character is controlled with two hands when performing some attacks.) Among the weapons for the game, lasers, blasters and Jedi swords included in the "Link" line were chosen, however, some
weapon modifications are also found in the "Clone Wars". The game features defensive and offensive shields, which have a combined value. The shield restores 40% of the character's health per second, and charges at the

same time. Shield attacks are very effective. In addition, there are three classes in the game, each of which represents a certain strategy: Unlike the classic Star Wars games, in War of Clones, players do not control individual
characters, but a team of clowns - Han Solo (), Leia and Chewbacca (), who, if successful, decide the outcome of the battle. It is noteworthy that in the classic of the game, new clones are constantly appearing on the battlefield,

and in "Battlefront" they emphasized multiplayer
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